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A B S T R A C T

Derivatives of fluorophore FITC (fluorescein isothiocyanate) are widely used in bioassays to label proteins and cells. An N-terminal leucine dipeptide is attached to FITC, and we show that this simple conjugate molecule is cytocompatible and is uptaken by cells (human dermal and corneal fibroblasts) in contrast to FITC itself. Co-localisation shows that FITC-LL segregates in peri-nuclear and intracellular vesicle regions. Above a critical aggregation concentration, the conjugate is shown to self-assemble into beta-sheet nanostructures comprising molecular bilayers.

© 2015 The Authors. Published by Elsevier B.V. This is an open access article under the CC BY license (http://creativecommons.org/licenses/by/4.0/).

N-terminally attached aromatic substituents can be employed to drive the self-assembly of peptides via aromatic stacking interactions and/or hydrophobic effects. Commonly used moieties include Fmoc [9-fluorenylmethoxycarbonyl chloride] [1–9], Boc [tert-butyloxycarbonyl][2,10,11], naphthalene[12–14], pyrene [15–17] or naproxen [18]. These conjugates have potential in biomedical applications, either directly due to the incorporation of responsive amino acids [19] or via the attachment of functional units such as NSAIDs (nonsteroidal anti-inflammatory drugs) for example naproxen as N-terminal aromatic units [20,21] or laterally, e.g. side-chain attached taxol [22] among other therapeutic agents [23]. Enzymatic hydrogelation also has potential in the development of biomaterials such as cell culture matrices or supports [8.24–27]. In one example of the former category, it has been shown that the naphthyl-tetrapeptide Nap−FFK(5fluoro)Y(Phos) [K(fluoro) denotes lysine labelled with a fluorophore and Y(Phos) indicates phosphorylated tyrosine] can self-assemble intracellularly due to enzymatic dephosphorylation of the tyrosine [19]. The fluorophore enables the imaging of the peptide aggregates uptaken by cells [19].

A FITC-labelled cell-penetrating peptide has been developed based on a sequence from the N-terminal region of the X-protein of the hepatitis B virus [28]. The peptide, called Xentry, was able to kill melanoma cells and has potential in other drug delivery applications. As well as a fluorescence tag for many proteins and peptides [29–32], FITC has also been used to label inorganic [33,34] or polymer nanoparticles [35,36] or synthetic polymers [37,38] for cell uptake and labelling studies. FITC-labelled casein is widely used in assays for proteolytic enzymes [39].

In the present paper we investigate the cell labelling abilities of a peptide amphiphile containing the bulky hydrophobic fluorophore, FITC, at the N-terminus. The FITC moiety is attached to a di-leucine model peptide. This PA was designed as a potential biocompatible fluorescent label. As such, FITC-LL was examined by fluorescence microscopy for its ability to be uptaken by human fibroblasts in vitro while preserving high cell viability. Interestingly, the dipeptide modification of FITC-LL was shown to be necessary and sufficient for improved cell internalisation compared with the non-conjugated FITC molecule. In this perspective, the FITC−LL conjugate proves a simple peptide-based fluorescent label with the potential for further peptide functionalisation for applications in delivery or diagnostics. Although FITC derivatives have been prepared as sensitive fluorescent probes in living cells [40], to the best of our knowledge, the observation of cell uptake by a FITC-peptide conjugate with such a short peptide attached, is unprecedented. We also show that at higher concentration, above a critical aggregation concentration, FITC-LL undergoes self-assembly into nanotape structures.
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To evaluate the ability of FITC-LL to be internalised, the conjugate was incubated at 7.5 × 10⁻³ wt% with human fibroblast cultures in vitro. In these experiments, the cellular uptake of FITC-LL was directly observed by microscopy through the intrinsic green fluorescence of the conjugate (Fig. 1). After a 24-h incubation period, FITC-LL was shown to mark the majority of cells, indicating high cellular uptake (Fig. 1a, left panel), despite being at a lower molar concentration.

FITC-LL was predominantly found intracellularly, with almost no green fluorescence detected outside the cells (Fig. 1a, inset). In contrast, cultures incubated with 7.5 × 10⁻³ wt% of the non-conjugated, highly-fluorescent FITC presented almost no green-positive cells (Fig. 1a, right panel). Moreover, signals corresponding to FITC were mostly found outside cells, appearing as precipitated aggregates on the surface of the tissue culture flask (Fig. 1a, right inset, arrow).

Furthermore, FITC-LL was shown to be highly cytocompatible. Cultures incubated with FITC-LL or FITC were analysed by fluorescence microscopy using a Live/Dead cell Double Staining kit to assess the number of live (green, Cyto-Dye-positive) and dead (red, propidium iodide-positive) cells (Fig. 1b). The results showed that, despite being profusely internalised, FITC-LL maintained very high cell viability (Fig. 1b, left panel). Moreover, this level of cytocompatibility was comparable to that of the non-internalised FITC (Fig. 1b, right panel). Although FITC and FITC-LL exhibit green fluorescence (similar to that of the Cyto dye in the assay), had significant cell death been observed then a mixture of red and green fluorescence would have been observed. Taken together, these results demonstrate that the modification of FITC to include two leucine residues greatly improves its capacity to be uptaken by cells without compromising cell viability. As such, FITC-LL represents a facile new system for fluorescence labelling of cells.

To further characterise the internalisation of FITC-LL, cells incubated for 24 h with the green-fluorescent conjugate were also stained at the nucleus using the fluorescent DNA stain DAPI (4′,6-diamidino-2-phenylindole) (Fig. 2, blue). The results showed that FITC-LL was particularly concentrated in the peri-nuclear region of cells (Fig. 2a, light blue staining) and inside vesicle-shaped intracellular compartments (Fig. 2b, arrows) (see SI Fig. 2 for the separate fluorescence colour channel images). Cells showing more pronounced peri-nuclear accumulation of FITC-LL showed fewer green-positive vesicle compartments (Fig. 2 and SI Fig. 3). Assuming that cultures were constituted by a homogeneous population of cells, the different FITC-LL intracellular localisation might be due to differences in (1) the rate of intake and clearance of the conjugate, (2) the physiological state of the cell, and/or (3) nuclear membrane permeability.

In addition to its bioactivity at low concentration, we found via a fluorescence assay that FITC-LL exhibits a critical aggregation concentration, cac (Fig. 3), at a concentration of (0.23 ± 0.02) wt%, i.e. significantly above the concentration at which the cell fluorescence studies were performed. The corresponding fluorescence emission
spectra are shown in SI Fig. 4. Self-quenching is believed to reduce the fluorescence at high concentration, in the self-assembled state.

We therefore examined the nature of the self-assembled nanostructure above the cac, including examination of any secondary structure via spectroscopic methods, as well as the morphology via electron microscopy and X-ray scattering techniques.

The secondary structure of FITC-LL was probed using Fourier Transform Infra-Red (FTIR) spectroscopy. Fig. 4a shows spectra in the amide I' region. A peak at 1633 cm\(^{-1}\) indicates that FITC-LL adopts a \(\beta\)-sheet structure \([41,42]\). There is also a strong peak in the amide II region at 1578 cm\(^{-1}\), which is due to N–H bend/C–N stretch deformations \([41]\). The circular dichroism (CD) spectrum in Fig. 4b does not resemble that typically associated with a \(\beta\)-sheet structure, usually expected to present a positive maximum near 200 nm and a negative minimum near 216 nm \([43]\). However, the spectrum may be influenced by the UV absorbance of the FITC moiety \([44,45]\) and/or significant light scattering due to the formation of extended nanostructures. To examine any chiral ordering of the FITC moiety, the spectrum was measured up to 550 nm and indeed a broad peak is observed around the expected maximum near 520 nm \([44,45]\).

The self-assembly of FITC-LL into sheet-like structures was revealed by cryogenic transmission electron microscopy (cryo-TEM). Representative images are shown in Fig. 5 and SI Fig. 5. These reveal the presence of thin sheets (the edges of some curled-up sheets can be seen, indicating the small thickness) with a dispersity in width. To the best of our knowledge, sheet-like structures have not previously been reported for dipeptide conjugates with bulky aromatic substituents.

To complement cryo-TEM, and to provide detailed in situ structural information, self-assembled FITC-LL nanostructures were analysed by small-angle X-ray scattering (SAXS). The SAXS intensity profile measured from a 0.5 wt% solution is shown in Fig. 6, along with a fit to a model form factor profile. The form factor was that for a Gaussian bilayer, which is consistent with the sheet structures observed by cryo-TEM (Fig. 5), and which clearly fits the data very well. We have used this form factor previously to fit SAXS data from layered peptide assemblies \([46–48]\). It consists of a sum of three Gaussian functions which parameterize the electron density profile across a lipid (or lipopeptide) bilayer – with two Gaussian functions representing the positive electron density regions associated with the headgroups and one representing the negative relative electron density region of the lipid chains. In the case of FITC-LL, although a “bilayer” is not expected, we can use the same electron density profile for the expected monolayer since the inner leaflet is expected to be the FITC-LL moieties, with the LL residues comprising the external leaflets, on each side of the interior dense FITC region. The fitting of the data in Fig. 6 was performed using SASfit \([49]\), and indicated a layer thickness \(t = 8.9\,\text{Å}\) (with 11% polydispersity, defined as the Gaussian half-width at half-maximum). The other fit parameters were the relative electron densities, i.e. the heights of the Gaussian functions representing the lipid core \(\rho_c = -2.36 \times 10^{-5}\) and headgroup regions \(\rho_h = 6.4 \times 10^{-6}\) as well as a flat background \(\bar{\rho} = 0.0004\). The widths of the Gaussian functions were fixed at 5 Å, the bilayer radius was fixed at 500 Å (since \(D \gg t\), this only provides a scaling factor) and the overall scaling factor was \(F = 0.001\). The determined layer thickness \(t = 8.9\,\text{Å}\) indicates interdigitation of molecules within the layer, since the estimated molecular length is around this value.

In summary, the conjugate FITC-LL was synthesized, incorporating the fluorophore fluorescein isothiocyanate attached N-terminally to dielucine. A fluorescence assay reveals a critical aggregation concentration, above which the fluorescence emission intensity is reduced, due to self-quenching in the aggregated state. Above the cac, the conjugate undergoes self-assembly in aqueous solution to form \(\beta\)-sheet structures as revealed by FTIR spectroscopy. The CD spectrum indicated chiral ordering of the FITC residues and it is presumed that strong \(\pi-\pi\) stacking interactions
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between these aromatic units plays an important driving role in the self-assembly process. Cryo-TEM and SAXS revealed that the self-assembled nanostructure comprises highly extended tapes based on a layered molecular stacking.

Our results show that FITC itself is not uptaken into cells but, remarkably, FITC-LL is readily uptaken by fibroblasts without any significant cytotoxicity. The molecular mechanism behind cell internalisation/uptake has yet to be elucidated but is a fascinating challenge for future research. Certainly, the peptide is too short to correspond to a transporter sequence so another mechanism for uptake must be applicable. It is possible that self-assembly and cell uptake are correlated, for instance via local concentration enhancement of the conjugate in the vicinity of the cell membrane, although this needs further study. Regardless, the fluorophore-labelled self-assembled tapes may be useful in future biomaterials applications.

The novel conjugate FITC-LL shows excellent cytocompatibility, probed via live/dead cell assays using human fibroblasts, similar to that of FITC itself. It is shown to localise in the peri-nuclear region and in vesicle-shaped intracellular compartments. The marked absence of the PA from the nucleus proper might be explained by the fact that Nuclear Export Signals (NES) are necessarily leucine rich [50,51]. NES are responsible for actively exporting proteins from the nucleus to the perinuclear space. Thus it is tempting to speculate that FITC-LL localisation could be directed by NES and its associated machinery. Thus this conjugate represents a cytocompatible non-protein fluorophore in which, remarkably, the simple attached biocompatible dipeptide tag facilitates cell uptake, with potential utility for cell labelling applications.
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**Fig. 4.** Biophysical characterisation of FITC-LL. (a) FTIR spectrum obtained from an 0.73 wt% solution of FITC-LL, (b) CD spectrum from an 0.4 wt% solution of FITC-LL.

**Fig. 5.** Representative Cryo-TEM images obtained from a 0.73 wt% solution.

**Fig. 6.** SAXS intensity profile measured for a 0.5 wt% solution of FITC-LL (circles) along with a model bilayer form factor fit (red line). (For interpretation of the references to color in this figure legend, the reader is referred to the web version of this article.)